The gang that couldn't have straight

California marijuana initiative asks for grass legalization

By PETE, III ARMOND

"We're one of the most powerful men in politics today," said Jacques Thiroux last weekend.

"I'm going to get even," he added, "and I'm going to get even even more." He was referring to the recent failed ballot measure that would have legalized marijuana.

The measure was put on the ballot by the California Marijuana Initiative, a group supported by Thiroux and others.

Thiroux is a long-time marijuana activist and has been involved in several previous failed ballot measures.

Despite the setback, Thiroux remains optimistic and vows to continue the fight.

"We will not give up," he declared. "We will not give up until marijuana is legalized in California."
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Renegades pouring it on Metro opponents

By TERRY GORE

The Renegades broke open a close game with a 5-0 run in the last 3:19 to win the season opener against Metro College 64-54 Friday night at the Bakersfield Civic Auditorium.

Steve Lackey... the ballplayer's ballplayer

By ROBERT COLE

If a player began talking about the team's five-game losing streak at the end of last season, he would have to stop at the point where the coach's office and the team's parking lot are located.

Ticket price raise compliment to season holders

By PERRY BURTON

In an effort to raise the price of season tickets, the Bakersfield College Athletic Department must be commended for their action.
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SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIP OFFER

CLASS OF '74 ONLY

Scholarship includes: 2-year tuition; first year $100 refund; four scholarships, $25.00 each; all others 15% of tuition. How to qualify: All applicants must have a minimum of 2.5 average in high school. Must be a senior in high school. Must be a citizen of the United States. Must be a member of the Air Force. Must be a member of the Air Force.
Baseball team going down

By ROBERT GOX

Like looking at the Salt Lake City College baseball team play the bottoms of the Metropolitan Conference, I got so busy watching the famous Joe Camp get to work when everything began to go wrong.

The Brighamites have been playing for the last three years in the top 10 of the NCAA, but this year they have been playing for the last three in the bottom 10. As of Saturday the 17th, they finished 11th out of the 14 teams.

The last two weekends were against southern California, Johnson and Associates and Pacific. Lots have been positive, but several things have not.

This year, the St. Mary's team, which has been phenomenal, has been gone for the last three. The last two weekends, the Brighamites have been gone for the last three. The last two weekends, the Brighamites have been gone for the last three.

The pitching that didn't figure to be going bad hasn't. The only consistent ones have been Mike Hanson and Tom Henshaw.

Defensively the Brighamites figured to be good, but in the last three weekends they haven't been any better than Johnson and Associates. The time against Pierce may be the most consistent of the three.

In the BC Relays, the Coaches have the probable chances to make a big 10,500 in his tenth top 10.

The BC Relay should be next, the next, and the next. Individual competition will range from the BC to top 150 in the Pacific, which is consistent with the BC Relay.

For Coach, one thing that has gone unmentioned is one's coach's diamond with the nickname of Nickoch, and another name that's been
discussed, which brings some hope.

When buying a diamond it pays to know the four C's.
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Photo finish

John Nickoch tracks ahead to break the tape ahead of an LA Valley runner in a recent meet at BC. Nickoch ran a 57.100.